
James Moriarty 68 Nov 10, 2023

James Moriarty, 68, dealing with hypertension, type 2 diabetes, has had a heart attack.

Fell twice last year
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James Moriarty's fall risk is pegged as high, owing to a history of two recent falls,
exacerbated by mild osteoarthritis affecting his walk and occasional dizziness from
medications. At 68, he battles hypertension, type 2 diabetes, and a previous myocardial
infarction, all adding layers to his fall vulnerability. The intricate interplay of these factors
demands a focused care plan, incorporating medication adjustments, mobility aids, and
home environment modifications to mitigate the risk of future falls. Close monitoring and
collaboration with the healthcare team are crucial elements in ensuring James's safety and
well-being.
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Nail down blood pressure control in three months.
Tame blood sugar levels – meds and lifestyle.
Make sure he's sticking to meds to dodge dizziness.
Handle arthritis pain.
Keep his heart healthy – lifestyle tweaks and pills.



Consider physical therapy consultation to further enhance mobility and strength.

1. Bed alarms and call bell implemented; James educated on usage.
2. Hourly rounds initiated, contributing to improved toileting assistance and enhanced
mobility.
3. Medication review completed; adjustments made to reduce dizziness.
4. Canes provided, improving James's stability during ambulation.
5. Physical therapy consultation to be scheduled



1. Install a raised toilet seat for ease of use.
2. Consider a shower chair or bench for added stability during bathing.
3. Place a bedside commode for convenient toileting at night.
4. Optimize room layout for easy access to essential things.

Encourage feedback from James and his family regarding the effectiveness of
implemented interventions.
Document any changes in mobility, gait, or overall health that may impact fall risk.



Primary Contact: James's daughter, Sarah Moriarty - 555-1234, sarah.m@email.com
Can call anytime for any changes in James's status

Emergency Contact: Mrs. Jackson - 555-4321, m.jackson@email.com
Mrs. Jackson said not to call after 7 if not for accidents or emergencies

Follow-up two times a week every Tuesday 10 AM and Saturday 8 AM. Consider
reducing once James's fall risk is reduced

Nurse-in-Charge: RN Emma
Physical Therapist: PT Alex
Pharmacy Liaison: PharmD Taylor

Quick huddle at shift change – shout out anything new on James.

James prefers short chats during care; keep it snappy. He nods a lot – good sign; adjust
speech accordingly.

Highlight fall risks in red on the board; can't miss it.


